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Information Technology (IT) firms have expanded into global market in search for 
cost advantage, source of technology，and larger customer base. In configuring 
proper parent-subsidiary structure, companies must take both organizational 
investment motivation and environmental factors into consideration. It is argued that 
different overseas investment motivations, namely resource seeking, market seeking, 
and strategic asset seeking, will have different impacts on IT firm choice of 
headquarter-affiliate link. In addition, these impacts are likely to be moderated by 
local challenges such as cultural gap，human resource management difficulties, and 
local resource support deficiency. The conceptual framework is tested with CATMOD 
method for categorical data. Theoretical and managerial implications are drawn out 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Multinational corporations (MNCs hereafter), as defined by Phatak (1989), 
are enterprises that possess a network of wholly-owned or shared affiliates operating 
in multiple countries. Over the past decades. Information Technology (IT) companies 
have expanded their chain of research and development (R&D), manufacturing, and 
marketing into geographically dispersed regions, usually across countries or even 
continents. In alignment with the trend to better utilize overseas human and 
technological resources and to explore foreign markets, IT companies have gradually 
set up their representatives or subsidiaries in foreign countries. These affiliates' roles 
are two-fold: one on hand，they are extensions of their parent companies and hence 
their existence should add benefits to or at least should not conflict with their parents; 
on the other hand, they operate in a different business environment from that of their 
parents, and the proximity to local environment provides them more first-hand 
information that the parents may not be able to acquire in a timely manner. Instead of 
passively executing commands from above, some of them frequently take initiatives 
in decision making according to the most updated information. 
Although the issue of competing in global markets is not exclusive to IT 
industry, it is suggested that it may be more complicated for technology-intensive 
products than for simpler products (Kosnik, 1990). The accelerated globalization in 
the electronics industry has altered the structure of its markets. The entire value chain, 
from designing, testing, and fabricating to marketing and servicing, must be 
continuously reorganized to combat the ever-changing global economic and political 
environment (Kozmetsky and Yue, 1997). Therefore, the relationship between 
headquarter and subsidiary of IT firms shouldn't be one single stereotype that 
transcends all boundaries between organizations and industries. On the contraiy, this 
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relationship should be formed in response to a range of variables such as 
organizational strategy and characteristics, and environmental factors of the overseas 
markets. 
It's anticipated to see that both practitioners and scholars have shown 
continued interest in the issue of parent-subsidiaiy relationship. Models and theories 
have been proposed to conceptualize the dynamics in the interaction between 
headquarters and affiliates. Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1989) business strategy typology 
and integration-responsiveness (I-R) paradigm have received much attention and are 
widely adopted in the analyses of overseas subsidiary issues. Inquiries have also been 
made in both environmental factors and organizational factors that impact the 
formation of certain type of parent-subsidiary relationship, though the latter is 
believed to be inadequately investigated (Luo, 2002). Hence, this study will further 
the exploration in this field. 
Among the organizational factors, corporation's motivation plays a crucial 
role in the process of foreign investments as well as the establishment and 
maintenance of headquarter-affiliate links (Luo, 2002). Its effect is profound, which 
can be manifested in almost every aspect of the organization, sometimes overrides 
the company's dominant industry characteristics (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). Within 
IT industry, different MNCs may bare very different motivations in their decisions 
for expanding into foreign domain. For instance, some seek global efficiency while 
others target sensitivity and responsiveness to local markets. Consequently, these 
differences may result in varying parent-subsidiary relationships. The reason is that 
due to geographical distance, headquarters have to delegate certain power to their 
local subsidiaries in order to conduct business in host countries. The extent of power 
and the way of delegation must fit parent company's original investment goal. The 
interests of subsidiary and parent should ultimately be harmonized, and subsidiary's 
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role should vary according to the company's overall investment strategy and 
organizational needs. Therefore, suitable parent-subsidiary configuration is required 
to implement different organizational plans and policies and hence to achieve 
different investment goals. Evidence of the linking between investment motivation 
and parent-subsidiary relationship can be found in prior literature. It is asserted that 
the level of integration between parent companies and their subsidiaries is a function 
of organizational needs (Ghoshal and Nohria, 1989). Converging argument was made 
by Prahalad and Doz (1987) that MNCs' level of integration, a major variable in 
parent-subsidiary relationship, is influenced by a subsidiary's dependence on local 
resources and the potential hazards of that market，which are largely determined by 
organizational needs along with the target market. 
In addition to motivation, exogenous factors outside an organization can 
also affect the relationship between headquarter and its affiliates. IT MNCs don't 
exist in vacuum. They are inevitably influenced by the environments that they 
operate in. Environmental variables shape the way parent companies manage and 
communicate with their subsidiaries. Long has literature been supporting the impacts 
of environment factors displayed in the parent-subsidiary relationship ‘ 
Socioeconomic，educational, political and legal factors have been identified as 
influential to management practices (Negandhi and Prasad, 1971). Institutional 
differences across countries as well exert impacts on foreign affiliates' practices 
(Kostova, 1999). Environmental impacts specific to IT industry have also be 
documented (e.g. Carayannis and Sagi, 2001 ； Oyebisi and Agboola, 2003). 
Given the fact of the exponential growth in IT industry during the past 
vicennial period and its magnificent impacts on the world's economy, it's surprising 
to find only inadequate amount of studies investigating IT companies' foreign 
investments. Although management literature has intensively studied 
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parent-subsidiary relationship, the link between it and foreign investment motivation 
has barely been empirically verified. This study hence aims to extend the inquiry into 
the domain of Information Technology industry as well as to fill the gap between 
organizational motivation and headquarter-affiliate relationship by specifically 
examining the following questions: First, does motivation of investment significantly 
affect IT companies' choice of the type of parent-subsidiary relationship? Second, is 
the effect above, if exists, moderated by local challenges such as cultural differences, 
human resource management difficulties, and local resource support deficiency? By 
answering these questions, we hope to provide a fuller picture of overseas managerial 
practices that are specifically pertinent to IT company's parent-subsidiary 
relationship. 
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Chapter 2 ： Highlight on IT Industry 
Company's competitiveness has been recognized as inseparable from the 
characteristics of industrial sector it belongs to. It is argued that individual firms are 
inevitably involved into and affected by the settings of their national and industrial 
context. Within the same industry, companies usually share the similar types of 
products, production technology, or market attributes (Boter and Holmquist, 1996). 
Literature has documented the important linkage between individual firm and 
industrial context and its impacts on company's performance (Child, 1988; Turner， 
1971). Moreover, due to the similarity and interrelationship among the companies 
from the same business sector, they are often viewed as one entity and analyzed as a 
whole. 
The IT industry consists of a wide range of components including hardware, 
software, services, and telecommunications. The relationship between the 
components is actually getting more integrated, reflecting the widely adopted 
client-server structure in computer systems and fusion of information and 
communication technologies (Poon, 2002). Like other industries, IT industry has 
been swept by the globalization process since the late twentieth centuiy. Not only IT 
giants but also small- and medium-sized companies have shifted their operations 
offshore to take advantage of low-cost production and easy access to market 
(Kozmetsky and Yue, 1997). The globalization trend has placed the industry in a 
more complex business environment for the companies are now competing in 
multiple locations and encountering an assortment of economic and political risks. In 
addition, determined by its unique industrial characteristics, IT firms are expected to 
face challenges that are specific to the industry; and even the common difficulties 
shared by most of industries may have special impacts on IT sector. 
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The characteristics of IT industry can be analyzed from the two dimensions 
suggested by Kosnik and Moriarty (1988). The two dimensions, namely market 
uncertainty and technological uncertainty, distinguish high tech from low tech 
industries in serving the global market. IT industry as a representative of high tech 
industry, involves both high technological uncertainty and high market uncertainty. 
From technology perspective, according to Poon (2002), IT industry has 
shifted the source of profits from manufacturing systems to critical components. 
Open system and common standards blur the differentiation in the design and quality 
of products. Brand loyalty has diminished power in market competition. Barrier of 
entry is lowered in the sense that a company doesn't necessarily need to own 
established brand name in order to hold an advantageous position in IT industry. 
Small- and medium-sized firms become successful by catching up with the design 
and manufacturing of modular components instead of the whole system. Secondly, IT 
companies constantly compete for controlling and defining architectural standards 
since the one that sets the proprietary architectural standards is usually in a better 
position in controlling the market. Technological uncertainty is heightened because it 
is not only possession but also leading upgrade in design and manufacturing 
technologies that keeps IT firms competitive in the industry (Poon, 2002). 
From market perspective, managing global logistics in production has 
become one of the important issues that IT MNCs are facing. With more 
geographically dispersed production network, IT companies have to rely on efficient 
logistics to ensure the products can be timely distributed to their customers. Secondly, 
computer software and services are rising in value since consumers are more 
concerned with how the hardware can be used and upgraded instead of how it is 
manufactured. Thirdly, customers show higher demand in the integration of computer, 
communications and consumer electronics products (the three Cs), and redesign of 
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previous products is required to satisfy that need (Poon, 2002). All these factors 
reflect the ever-changing market demand and impose more pressure on IT companies 
by urging them to incessantly innovate and develop new products. 
Both technological and market characteristics have implications on IT firms 
investment strategy and parent-subsidiary relationship. Constant product 
development and innovation require the companies to maximize their global learning 
ability and to be sensitive to domestic and overseas market trends. Meanwhile, short 
product life cycle increases R&D and manufacturing costs, and companies have to 
resort to offshore resources for higher efficiency. Foreign subsidiaries are the 
important extensions of IT MNCs into the global market and are responsible for 
satisfying the needs for technology transfer, market expansion, and production 
efficiency. An ill configuration of parent-subsidiary link will severely impede 
affiliate's ability in fulfilling organizational goal and may result in failure in the 
global competition. 
Aside from the benefits of entering into global markets, risks and challenges 
rise when IT companies try to operate in an unfamiliar national context-
Uncertainties due to cultural differences, economic and political instability, and other 
local uncontrollable variables will expose IT companies to higher operational costs 
and managerial difficulties. Highly comparable external pressures, including 
institutional and structural factors, make it increasingly difficult for IT companies to 
build unique competitiveness and differentiate themselves from their rivals. Despite 
the similar structural environments that IT companies face, different firms may have 
idiosyncratic capabilities to deal with the environmental hazards. Resource-based 
theory argues that company's strategy is influenced by organizational dynamics 
including strategic capabilities, administrative heritages, and strategic needs for 
foreign operations (Luo，2002). Companies must carefully choose their global 
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strategies and structural configurations in order to cope with environmental 
challenges. Therefore, IT MNCs should set up their investment strategy not only in 
the light of external pressures but also in the light of their internal characteristics. 
The primary purpose of this study hence is to investigate the impacts of IT MNCs 
organizational need and environmental factors on its parent-subsidiary structure. 
s 
Chapter 3: Literature Review 
Literature from international management has provided the theoretical 
foundation on which our analysis will be based. Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1989) 
business strategy typology has been widely applied to the issues of strategy-structure 
fit and headquarter-subsidiary relationship (Zalka and Elam, 1996; Luo, 2002), while 
Global Integration-Local Responsiveness (I-R) paradigm is frequently used to 
analyze MNCs' cross-border strategies (Zalka and Elam, 1996; Luo, 2002;). 
3.1 Bartlett and GhoshaPs Business Strategy Typology 
Bartlett and Ghoshal's business strategy typology has been widely discussed 
and cited since it was first introduced in late 1980's. Although all multinational 
corporations share the similarity that they possess a network of cross-country 
operations, the way they organize and manage these operations as well as the way 
they channel the resources among the interrelated operational units can be of great 
difference. The emergence of new business environment in the second half of last 
century made it clear that organizations, especially MNCs, must re-investigate their 
business model and adjust it according to the new contextual factors such as major 
technological innovation, customer tastes and preferences, and the changing of 
government role in the foreign investments. To cope with the new challenges and 
survive the rapidly evolving business environment, MNCs realized that they were 
facing three types of forces: forces for responsiveness, forces for efficiency, and 
forces for learning. 
Echoing the forces for responsiveness, multinational companies adopt the 
strategy that focuses on the sensitivity and responsiveness to national environments 
and local needs in order to establish strong local presence. Global companies, driven 
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by the forces for global efficiency, have developed a strategic posture that values 
highly integrated operations and centralized decision-making processes. 
International companies' strategic capability is primarily based on developing and 
transferring of knowledge or expertise from parents to overseas affiliates. This type 
of strategy was developed to cope with the requirement for constant innovation and 
reflects the pattern of worldwide learning. It is not surprising to find different 
organizational structures are aligned with different strategies, meanwhile resulting in 
multiform of parent-subsidiary relationships. We will discuss this in detail in the part 
of research framework. 
To hold their ground in a competitive position, MNCs showed their 
motivations to actively respond to the environmental forces which brought 
companies both threats and opportunities. Despite the similarities among the 
companies within the same industry, the threats and opportunities are usually 
peculiar to individual MNC in the sense that each MNC possesses unique 
administrative heritage, or organizational capability and internal infrastructure 
(Bartlett and Ghoshal，1989); and this administative heritage, which was formed 
over time, facilitates or constrains the process of the global expansion. In choosing a 
competitive business strategy, MNCs are not fatalists that passively accept what is 
brought to their face; they actively incorporate their existing organizational attributes 
such as configuration of assets and capabilities into the decision of overseas business 
strategy. Therefore, there should be no single prevailing strategy among the MNCs 
that are even in the same industry or facing the same overseas market And such is 
the case supported by the findings of Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989). Taking IT sector 
as example, although telecommunications switching business generally requires 
higher capability in rapid innovation and knowledge transfer aroimd the world, 
companies within the business may have very different strategies due to different 
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organizational structures and management processes. They don't necessarily all 
adopt the strategy that particularly emphasizes the need for innovation and learning. 
3,2 Global Integration-Local Responsiveness (I-R) Paradigm 
I-R paradigm was first developed in early 1980’s. It is a dyadic model that 
conceptualizes MNCs' global strategies on a spectrum with Global Integration and 
Local Responsiveness on the two ends. MNCs can choose to emphasize on one 
aspect over the other, or tiy to achieve a balance between the two (Doz and Prahalad, 
1981, 1984; Prahalad and Doz, 1987). According to Johnson (1995)，integration 
refers to close coordination of multi-location operations in order to immimzQ cost 
and to achieve overall efficiency; responsiveness, on the other hand, refers to being 
sensitive to local needs and reacting in a responsive way to local environment. 
Therefore, three types of basic strategies come into being, varying in the degree of 
integration/responsiveness: global, multifocal，and local responsiveness, with a 
decrease in integration (or an increase in responsiveness) from left to right 
Factors that determine company's choice of strategy are both environmental 
and organizational. There has been no lack of study in the environment factors, 
MNCs tend to choose a more integrated strategy when environmental and industrial 
factors demand global-based business resource deployment and integration of 
cross-border operations. Meanwhile, a strategy emphasizing local responsiveness 
may result from the environment that requires local sensitivity and rapid response to 
specific market needs (Prahalad and Doz, 1987; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989; Roth 
and Morrison, 1990). Technological intensity, advertising intensity and 
transnationality were found to be influencing in the process of global integration 
(Kobrin, 1991). Besides, market demand and competition, cost, and governmental 
factors are all structural or environment reasons for integration (Birkinshaw et al.， 
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1995; Yip, 1995). A more recent stream of research has focused on the organizational 
characteristics to explain MNC strategy. Luo (2002) in his research highlighted the 
importance of organizational dynamics in determining MNCs，global integration 
heterogeneity. These organizational characteristics included strategic capabilities, 
organizational infrastructures, and strategic needs of foreign operations. In particular, 
strategic needs in exploitation of factor endowment tended to be associated with 
higher level of integration. 
Narrowing down to IT industry, prior IS and management literature has 
provided evidence in both organizational characteristics and environmental factors' 
impacts on IT firms. Innovation strategy, freedom of collaboration, a selective 
consumer base, and government support were found to be influential in determining 
the competitiveness of IT firms (Carayannis and Sagi, 2001). Obstacles in education, 
social infrastructures, population, attitude of the IT professionals, and state of 
technology suppressed the growth of IT industry in developing countries (Oyebisi 
and Agboola, 2003). Inter-firm networks (Poon, 2002) and institutionalized rules 
(Hung and Whittington, 2000) were suggested to be particularly important to the 
development of Taiwanese IT industry. Unfortunately, the directly link between these 
factors and parent-subsidiary structure hasn't be fully explored in the past studies. In 
the following section, we will try to fill this void and the discussion will be focused 
on the hypothesized relationship between organizational investment strategy as well 
as environmental factors and headquarter-affiliate configuration. 
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Chapter 4: Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses 
The proposed model, which is illustrated in Figure 1, specifies the 
correlation of our independent variables (Motivations of Overseas Investments), 
dependent variable (Parent-subsidiary Relationship), and the moderating variables 
(Local Challenge Factors: Cultural, HR management, and Support). 
Local Challenge Factors 
• Culture Differences 
.HRM Difficulties 
• Local Support Deficiency 
FIGURE 1: Hypothesized Model 
4.1 Parent-subsidiary Relationship 
In the broader domain of parent-subsidiary relationship, topics such as 
subsidiary role, subsidiary control and subsidiary performance have all been 
examined in the past 10 years (Werner, 2002). In this study, we will narrow the scope 
down to the analysis of subsidiary role and its associated organizational structure. 
The importance of recognizing different roles of subsidiaries lies in the fact that a 
justified evaluation of subsidiary performance can not be achieved unless their 
missions and functions are taken into consideration. Early literature of global 
business strategy over-simplified the issue by assuming single role of subsidiaries or 
uni-dimensional parent-subsidiary relationship (Birkinshaw and Morrison, 1995). 
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Subsidiary role, as state by Birkinshaw and Morrison (1995)，refers to the 
imposed function to be fulfilled by the subsidiary. Scholars have proposed various 
but somewhat similar typologies of subsidiary role since mid-1980 (e.g. White and 
Poynter, 1984; D'Cruz, 1986; Jarillo and Martinez, 1986; Roth and Morrison, 1992; 
and etc). Birkinshaw and Morrison (1995) summarized the previous literature and 
induced a simple three-item framework that generally mapped prior concepts into 
their picture. The three components of this typology, local implementer, specialized 
contributor，and world mandate, were found in their study associated with different 
environmental factors and structural context such as strategic autonomy, product 
dependence on parent, inter-affiliate purchases, and etc. Although Birkinshaw and 
Morrison's model integrated many of the previous studies on this topic，it only 
matched loosely to Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1986) model of implementer, contributor， 
and strategic leader (Birkinshaw and Morrison, 1995). More detailed structiirai 
configuration and subsidiary role were discussed in Bartlett and Ghoshal's later 
research (Bartlett and Ghoshal's, 1989). 
Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) argued that organizations engaging in 
developing positions in key markets worldwide {multinational organizations) deem 
the strategic objective of the subsidiaries is to exploit local opportunities and 
optimize their situation in the local environment. The management process is mainly 
defined by simple financial control systems overlaid on informal personal 
coordination. Many key assets and responsibilities are decentralized to local level; 
hence this form of configuration of resource and liability is described as 
decentralizedfederation. 
International organizations tend to view subsidiaries as appendages with the 
purpose of adapting and leveraging parent company competencies. Assets and 
decision making are decentralized but controlled by headquarters since overseas 
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subsidiaries still largely depend on parent companies for technologies, expertise, and 
product development. Although subsidiaries usually have the freedom to adapt the 
new products or strategies, they still show reliance on the parent companies for new 
products, processes, or ideas, which requires a great deal coordination between 
affiliates and headquarters. Coordinated federation is the term used to describe this 
type of structural configuration. This type of corporations delegate responsibility to 
local level as well as retain overall control through sophisticated management 
systems. 
In contrast, global organizations expect their subsidiaries to be implementer 
of central plans and policies, usually taking on very limited activities such as 
manufacturing and selling products developed at headquarters. Overseas operations 
are means to reaching foreign markets in order to build global scale. Compared with 
subsidiaries in multinational or international organizations, they have much less 
autonomy to create new products or strategies. Headquarters usually exert tight 
operational control over the subsidiaries, and assets, resources and decisions are 
highly centralized. This type of configuration is referred as centralized hub. 
I-R paradigm agrees with the typology from integration/responsiveness 
point of view, and similarly classifies MNCs into local responsiveness, multifocal, 
and global The three-item classification of parent-subsidiary configuration was 
argued from the general management perspective, and is extended to the context of 
IT industry here. 
4.2 Motivations of Overseas Investments 
Motivations of overseas investments describe the reasons why companies 
engage in foreign investments, and have been classified into three categories: market 
seeking, resource seeking, and strategic asset seeking (Dimning, 1993; Makino et al, 
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2002). Market-seeking companies focus on local market expansion in the newly 
emerging market or existing market with large capacity (Dunning, 1993; Luo and 
Peng, 1999). Resource-seeking companies exploit the local resources such as raw 
materials and labor resources which are usually cheaper than the domestic production 
factors in order to achieve efficiency (Luo, 2003). Unlike the other two, strategic 
asset-seeking MNCs develop and acquire strategic assets in the host country. These 
strategic assets may include, depending on individual MNC, skills, knowledge, and 
advanced technologies (Makino et al, 2002). 
Led by different motivations, companies assign different roles to overseas 
subsidiaries, hence resulting in varying parent-subsidiary relationships. Multinational 
organizations aim to build strong local presence through localization and rapid and 
sensitive response to indigenous market needs. Thus multinational organizations are 
basically market oriented. Market seeking and better adaptation to market needs 
present their overseas investment motivation. As stated earlier, a shifted emphasis on 
software and services, the new trend of integration of the three Cs, plus the 
increasing importance of the Asia-Pacific region as newly emerged market all reflect 
IT MNCs' motivation for market exploration. To that end, IT multinationals adopt the 
organizational configuration called decentralized federation. Specifically, parent 
companies delegate a significant amount of responsibilities to foreign affiliates that 
are closer to local environment and possess first-hand information for decision 
making. Headquarters regard their subsidiaries as independent entities that are 
responsible for autonomous operations, and their role is to sense and exploit local 
opportunities. Management control is primarily achieved through simple financial 
measurements accompanied by informal personal coordination (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 
1989). This type of configuration meets the demand for local responsiveness by 
granting subsidiaries autonomy and decentralized power of decision making so that 
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their reaction to local market will be timely and more accurate. Therefore, 
market-seeking IT companies tend to employ the decentralized-federation type of 
parent-subsidiary relationship. 
Hla: Market-seeking IT companies tend to have the decentralized-federation type of 
parent-subsidiary relationship. 
Resource-seeking companies are driven by the need for efficiency, which 
was resulted from the trend in which a more unified world marketplace came into 
being due to technological, economic, and social developments (Levitt, 1983). For IT 
industry, short product life cycle, high fixed and R&D costs require the companies to 
capture global-scale volume so as to survive. For instance, semiconductor companies 
invest heavily in hardware and plants; software firms spend a large amoimt of money 
in R&D in order to keep pace with the constantly updated market needs. What，s 
more, their consumers' preference and requirement around the world tend to 
converge to a large extent These IT companies therefore see the global market not 
only desirable but also necessary for their survival and development. According to 
Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989), global organizations survive by their cost advantages 
through centralized global-scale operations. To achieve scale economies, IT 
companies must integrate and coordinate multinational subsidiaries which have 
become specialized and efficient in certain area, such as manufacturing of a 
particular type of chip or other component, of the overall value chain. According to 
I-R paradigm, globally integrated business links activities across nations in order to 
achieve production efficiency and cost minimization (Luo, 2002). Quite on the 
contrary to multinationals, global organization's configuration is described as 
centralized hub. Subsidiaries act as the implementer of headquarters' policies and 
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plans, usually specialized in exploiting certain indigenous resources. Decisions and 
key assets are highly centralized and tight management control is imposed (Bartlett 
and Ghoshal, 1989). Centralized hub guarantees the integration among the 
geographically dispersed units and minimizes any redundancy due to the free will of 
individual subsidiaries. In serving a unitary world market which is the discemable 
phenomenon in IT industry, this type of parent-subsidiary relationship avails the 
global efficiency by integrating operations across boundaries and better utilizing 
local resources to achieve global-scale production. It is therefore proposed that 
resource-seeking IT companies tend to favor the centralized-hub type of 
parent-subsidiary relationship. 
Hlh: Centralized-hub type of parent-subsidiary relationship is more likely to be 
associated with resource-seeking IT companies. 
While some IT firms choose to integrate their business to exploit economics 
of scale and to take advantages of cross financing, other companies rely on the 
superiority of their technology innovation to obtain leadership in the market 
(Kozmetsky and Yue, 1997). Strategic asset-seeking companies distinguish 
themselves from resource-seeking corporations in that they not only acquire assets 
but also develop new strategically important assets in a host country (Almeida, 1996; 
Dunning, 1993, 1995). The ability to learn and to apply the benefits of learning to 
multiple national markets is deemed to be significant advantage in certain businesses. 
Companies in IT industry usually develop core technology in their home country and 
then adopt them into overseas markets. Due to the high technological intensity 
embedded in the IT product, effective knowledge transfer to foreign country is the 
key to success. Moreover, once the product is introduced to local market, 
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modification and adaptation according to specific local requirement are more than 
necessary. As a result, subsidiaries must be capable of learning from both 
headquarter and local environment; and IT parent companies must have the ability to 
absorb the experience and expertise gained from local level. International 
organizations fulfill such requirement by allowing coordination between headquarter 
and affiliate so as to achieve knowledge transfer. In coordinated federation, certain 
decisions are decentralized to subsidiaries, but still parent companies retain 
moderated level of control I-R paradigm describes this type of organization as the 
multifocal, which achieves a balance between global integration and local 
responsiveness. Although Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1989) original study argued 
international organization model fitted the situation in which parent companies 
invested in less developed country and assumed unidirectional information flow from 
parent to subsidiary, this model here is extended to apply to bidirectional knowledge 
transfer. The reason for the other direction of knowledge flow is that a 
global-learning organization such as an IT company that competes over its 
technology or expertise can not sustain its edge or catch up with the short product life 
cycle without effectively capturing feedback and innovation from local market The 
ability to tap into subsidiary's valuable resources and transfer them to other part of 
the company is critical to sustaining the international competitiveness of the MNC 
(O'Doimeli, 2000). Consequently, the learning process is virtually reciprocal in IT 
firms. This requires the organization can not be either highly centralized like global 
MNCs or highly decentralized like multinationals. Coordination with flexibly in 
subsidiary decision making is more appropriate for IT companies that seek successfiil 
knowledge transfer. 
Hlc: Strategic asset-seeking IT MNCs are more apt to favor coordinated-federation 
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type of parent-subsidiary relationship. 
4.3 Local Challenges 
Environmental factors are believed to have direct impacts on a firm's 
performance since they exert power to influence operating costs and return by 
presenting structural parameters (Scherer and Ross，1990). Numerous studies have 
shown support for above statement (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989; Rosenzweig and 
Singh, 199; Luo and Peng, 1999). Inquiry has also been made on environmental 
factors' moderating effects. Variables such as market opportunity, regulatory 
interference, and structural uncertainty were examined in Luo's (2003) paper, and 
showed interactive effects in shaping the parent-subsidiary links. A review of recent 
developments in international management research revealed that a wide range of 
environmental factors were of interest to scholars, such as political and regulatoiy 
factors (e.g. Guillen, 2000a, 2000b; Kuruvilla, 1996; Rugman and Verbeke, 1998)， 
financial risks (e.g. Lessard and Zaheer, 1996; Yahya-Zadeh, 1998)，and market 
structure (Das et al., 2000; Graham, 1998). Among them, some are particularly 
pertinent to parent-subsidiary links and subsidiary performance. In stead of being 
interested in the direct impact of environmental factors, we aim to examine how 
parent-subsidiary link is modified by local difficulties. Therefore, we will focus on 
three environmental risks or challenges that are proposed to moderate the forming of 
certain type of parent-affiliate relationship in IT MNCs. 
4.3.1 Cultural Differences 
Cultural difference is one of the major problems IT MNCs have to face 
when entering into a foreign market. The impact of a country's culture permeates all 
aspects of life within that nation, including norms, values, and the behaviors of 
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managers (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). Cultural factors can either facilitate or 
hamper the implementation of a certain strategy option (Hofstede, 1991). National 
culture's influence on work-related values and attitudes overweighs the influences of 
profession, position, gender, and age (Hofstede, 1980). Cultural distance is defined as 
the extent to which the cultural norms in one country are different from those in 
another country (Kogut and Singh, 1988). Greater cultural distance brings about 
greater discrepancy in organizational practices, employee perceptions and 
expectations, and interpretation of organizational decisions (Kogut and Singh, 1988). 
Therefore, the degree of cultural gap between home country and host country will 
inevitably affect the way headquarter manages its subsidiary in that nation. For IT 
companies, the adjustments to local culture may range from product design (such as 
system layout and language) to the type and degree of managerial control exerted 
Empirical evidence showed that higher similarity between host coimtiy and home 
country smoothed the implementation of headquarter's plans and polices in its 
overseas affiliates (Taylor et al., 1996). When cultural similarity decreases, according 
to Lai (2001), MNCs tend to emphasize more on local autonomy and decision 
making, and locally responsive strategy will result in more efficient performance. In 
the similar vein, market-seeking IT company will reinforce its decentralized structure 
for parent's knowledge may not apply to the host country whose culture varies 
largely from the home country. We propose that when higher cultural distance 
presents, market-seeking IT MNCs, will more favor the type of parent-subsidiary 
link that empowers affiliate decision making and encourages local responsiveness, in 
other word, the decentralized federation type of parent-subsidiary relationship for 
better adaptation to local market. On the other hand, greater cultural gap will hinder 
the integration process and pose more obstacles in parent's control over the 
subsidiaries. MNCs will be discouraged from centralization due to higher costs 
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associated with closer surveillance over their foreign subsidiaries. Hence, IT 
companies that seek efficiency and local resources will be less inclined to choose the 
centralized-hub type of parent-subsidiary link. 
H2a: Cultural differences will negatively moderate the association between 
resource-seeking IT MNCs and centralized-hub type of parent-subsidiary link, 
H2b: Cultural differences will positively moderate the association between 
market-seeking IT MNCs and decentralized federation type of parent-subsidiary 
relationship, 
4.3.2 Human Resource Management (HRM) Difficulties 
By HRM difficulties, we mean the difficulties in managing local staff. 
Although human resource management is believed to be influenced by cultural 
factors of the nation in which the practices take place (Gomez, 2004), it is not wholly 
culture-determined. Some important issues such as access to qualified employee are 
beyond cultural scope. Difficulties may arise due to both different cultural and 
educational background. Researches on international human resource management 
(IHRM) found HRM could be used to achieve fit between the management style and 
overall business strategy through its practices while taking cultural factors into 
consideration (Butler and Teagarden, 1993). One of IHRM's contributions is to 
implement practices that strategically deal with the challenges provided by the 
foreign environment (Gomez, 2004). Therefore, it is proposed that HRM can be the 
means through which IT MNC goals and objectives are aligned with host-country 
affiliate dynamics (Teagarden et al., 1992; Butler and Teagarden, 1993). On the other 
hand, when IT MNCs encounter HRM difficulties in overseas subsidiaries， 
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communications between headquarters and local offices will be impeded, and so is 
true with the implementation of parent companies' strategy and policy. The detriment 
will be more severe in the case of strategic asset-seeking IT companies than the other 
two types of MNCs. The reason is that strategic asset-seeking IT companies rely 
more on knowledge transfer and information exchange to achieve global learning. 
When ill-performed HRM practices jeopardize the coordination between headquarter 
and local subsidiary, the communication of both directions will be undermined And 
this will directly affect the core competitiveness of strategic asset-seeking IT 
companies. 
Jaeger (1983) pointed out that HR practices are capable of influencing 
employee behavior and instill certain beliefs and values that build an internal culture 
and can be used as a control mechanism in MNCs. Therefore, in the presence of 
HRM difficulties, strategic asset-seeking IT MNCs have to adjust their strategies in 
order to cope with the weakened control over the subsidiaries. One solution may be 
that companies turn to less centrally controlled parent-subsidiary links, that is, 
decentralized federation will become preferred. Decentralization and employee 
empowerment give employees more sense of involvement and responsibility, and 
therefore help to bolster motivation and morale. By allowing more freedom at local 
level, decentralization federation fits more the situation in which local staff share 
different beliefs and values with those of the headquarter and consequently 
engenders difficulties in managing them. Therefore, we propose: 
H3: In presence of HRM difficulties，strategic asset-seeking IT companies will tend 
to favor decentralized federation type of parent-subsidiary relationship. 
4.3.3 Local Resource Support Deficiency 
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Local resource support deficiency refers to the costs associated with capital 
sourcing, access to information, materials and qualified subcontractors, and 
inefficient local administration. From the resource dependence theory's point of view, 
foreign subsidiaries rely on and compete for the scarce resources coming from local 
market environment (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). If the local environment becomes 
volatile, subsidiaries' dependence on its resources will expose the affiliates to the 
risks of uncertainty. One way to minimize the risks is to resort to parent companies 
for resource support (Kobrin, 1982; Luo, 2003). It is evidenced in prior studies that 
when MNCs invest in overseas markets characterized by environmental ambiguity 
and uncertainty, a lower level of local dependency reduces their vulnerability to 
unpredictable risks that are beyond the control of the organizations (Meyer and Estrin, 
2001; Luo and Peng, 1999). Luo's (2003) research empirically supports the argument 
that resource commitment from market-seeking MNC exerts a strong and positive 
impact on subsidiary performance. In case of IT industry, in the absence of local 
resources such as capital, information, materials and other structural and institutional 
supports, MNCs will intensify central reliance and tighten parent-subsidiary link 
through more centralized decision making and upgraded integration. Companies 
confronted with local resource support deficiency will approach centralized-hub type 
of configuration for its higher level of integration and headquarter resource 
commitment. 
H4a: Local resource support difficulties will negatively moderate the link between 
strategic-asset seeking IT MNCs and coordinated federation. 
H4b: Local resource support difficulties will negatively moderate the association 
between market-seeking IT MNCs and decentralized federation. 
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Chapter 5: Research Methodology 
5.1 Sample and Data Collection 
The data was collected in 1996 based on the questionnaire designed by the 
Statistics Department of the Ministry of Economic Affairs in Taiwan. The survey was 
distributed to 2,712 randomly selected Taiwanese companies registered in the 
Foreign Investment Commission. Besides the companies that have dosed down or 
suspended their foreign operations and those were non-locatable, there were 93.6 
percent of copies returned. Among all responded surveys, 41.5 percent of the 
companies were considering or have retreated from overseas investments, hence 
resulting in 1,312 usable questionnaires. Totally 323 cases were finally included in 
the analysis since only companies in IT industry were targeted Although the survey 
didn't provide a precise category for IT industry, we take electronics industry as a 
proxy since these two sectors are largely overlapped in Taiwan. 
5.2 Variables 
The dependent variable, parent-subsidiary relationship (RELATION), has 
three levels: Decentralized, Centralized, and Coordinated Firms indicating 
independent operation from their headquarters and autonomous in decision making 
were classified as "Decentralized"; firms that were highly integrated to their parent 
companies and their behaviors are tightly controlled by the central were classified as 
"Centralized"; firms that closely cooperated with the headquarters and were granted 
certain degree of freedom in their operations were considered “Coordinated”. 
The independent variable which is investment motivation consists of three 
categories: resource seeking (RESOURCE), strategic asset seeking (STRATEGIC), 
and market seeking (MARKET). Resource-seeking motivations include easy access 
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to land, raw materials and labor, local government's preferential FDI policy, and 
worsening business conditions in Taiwan. Strategic-asset seeking motivations are 
related to access to technology and skills as well as effective utilization of technology. 
Market-seeking reasons include proximity to potential market, meeting the demand 
of Taiwan and overseas customers, and responding to the globalization trend. Three 
dummy variables were used to represent the strategies since each firm may choose 
more than one motivations. The variables were coded “1” when the companies held 
the described motivations and “0” otherwise. They were indicated by answers to the 
question of the reasons for overseas investments. 
Local challenges such as cultural differences (CULTURE), human resource 
management difficulties (HRM) and local resource support deficiency (SUPPORT) 
were measured by dummy variables which were coded “1” when the challenge was 
present and “0” when otherwise. Culture factors include difficulties due to different 
language, social and business practices. Human resource management describes the 
difficulty existing in the managing of subsidiary staff Local support includes costs 
associated with capital sourcing, access to information, materials and qualified 
subcontractors, and inefficient local administration. 
Although we adopted a self-reporting sxirvey, all the major items were 
factual and not comparative in nature. Therefore, the instrument is considered not to 
have critical reliability problem across different respondents. Moreover, Makino et al 
(2002) noted in their study which used the same data that no significant 
self-reporting bias was found by employing proxy questions for verification. The 
major questionnaire items can be found in the Appendix. 
5.3 Data Analyses 
Statistical analyses were conducted to evaluate the results of the proposed 
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research models. First, our main effects of the investment motivation on 
parent-subsidiary relationship were tested by CATMOD procedure for log-linear 
model in SAS program. CATMOD procedure uses maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimation of parameters for log-linear models and the analysis of generalized logits. 
CATMOD method can be used to investigate the relationship among multiple 
variables, and it fits linear models to functions of categorical data, facilitating 
analyses such as regression, analysis of variance, linear modeling, log-linear 
modeling, and logistic regression. CATMOD is a more general procedure of dealing 
with categorical data and has less strict requirement for sample size, however at the 
same time needs more caution to interpret its results. Our dependent variable 
contains three levels (1 = centralized, 2 二 decentralized，and 3 二 coordinated). 
Second, CATMOD analyses with binomial dependent variable were performed to test 
the effects of the moderating variables on the main effect between motivation and 
parent-subsidiary relationship. In the first moderation model，the dependent variable 
was classified as centralized/others (0 = centralized, 1 二 others). Similarly, in the 
second and third model, the dependent variable was categorized as 
decentralized/others and coordinated/others, respectively. The significance of 
parameter estimates was used to judge the existence of moderating effects. 
5.4 Respondent Profile 
The respondent profile is summarized in Table L Slightly over half of the 
companies were small-size firms with fewer than one hundred employees. Only 
about one-tenth of the respondents were with the capacity of over five hundred 
employees and classified as large MNCs. A majority (over 95 percent) of the 
companies was founded during the period of 1987 to 1996. There are several dusters 
of investment locations. About 60 percent of the respondents chose Mainland China 
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and Hong Kong as their investment target given the proximity of market and/or cost 
advantages. Southeast Asia took up as much weight (18 percent) as the developed 





Company Size (Number of Employee) 
Small [0,100) 175 54.2% 
Medium [100，500) 108 33.4% 
Large [500,3000) 40 12.4% 
Total "“ 323 100.0% 
Year of Foundation 
In or before 1976 5 1.5% 
1977 to 1986 9 2.8% 
1987 to 1996 309 95.7% 
Total 323 100.0% 
Investment Location 
China 202 62.5% 
Southeast Asia 58 18.0% 
U.S.A. 50 15.5% 
West Europe, Japan 8 2.5% 
Others 5 1.5% 
Total 323 100.0% 
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Chapter 6: Data Analyses and Results 
Correlations among independent variables and moderating variables as well 
as dependent variables were computed, and the results are shown in Table 1. No 
critical multicollinearity problem was found expect that resource-seeking motivation 
and culture differences showed a higher correlatioiL 
The model results of main effects are exhibited in Table 3. For 
market-seeking IT firms, we found that both decentralized (b= -.55, p< .05) and 
coordinated (b= -71, p< .05) federations are more likely to be chosen over 
centralized federation, but no conclusion about the comparison between 
decentralized and coordinated federations was provided. This result partially 
converged with our hypothesis HI a which states that market-seeking companies will 
tend to choose decentralized federation over the other two. For resource-seeking IT 
companies, centralized federation is more likely to be chosen over decentralized 
federation (b = .35, p< .05) while there is no significant difference between it and 
coordinated federation. Hlb is hence partially supported. In strategic asset-seeking IT 
MNCS, we predict that coordinated type of structural configuration will be preferred 
However, the data results showed that no significant differentiation among the three 


















































































































































































































































Main Effects by CATMOD Analysis (Multinomial) 
“ ANOVA A. 1 over 3 | B . 2 over 3 C. 1 over 2 
Variable Chi-squar< Estimates Std. error Estimates Std. error Estimates Std> error 
Intercept 22.78 ^ 5 5 ^ ^ ^ -0.71 0.41 
RESOURCE 6.50** -0.11 0.18 -0.47** 0.18 0.35* 0.22 
STRATEGIC 1.50 0.25 0.21 0.04 0.18 0.22 0.24 
MARKET 5.06** -0.71** 0.32 -0.15 0.18 -0.56** 0.33 
CULTURE 2,53 -0.28* 0.18 -0.04 0.17 -0,24 0,20 
HRM 1.21 0.09 0.17 -0.11 0.14 0.20 0.19 
SUPPORT 3.57 0.29** 0.18 -0.22 0.16 0.08 0.19 
Likelihood ratio|3.57 
••p<01, *p<. 10 (One tail test) 
1 = Centralized, 2 = Decentralized; 3 = Coordinated 
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Table 4a, 4b, and 4c show the moderating effects of the model According to 
the results, culture differences showed a positive moderating effect on the association 
between resource-seeking IT firms and centralized federation (b '= .35, p < .05) as 
well as a negative effect on the link between resource-seeking IT companies and 
decentralized federation (b 二 -.44, p < .05). These findings interestingly displayed 
opposite sign to what we proposed in H2a. The relationship between market-seeking 
MNCs and centralized federation is negatively moderated by culture differences (b = 
-.57，p < .05), which means that market-seeking IT companies will be less likely to 
choose centralized federation when there is cultural gap. We propose in H2b that 
cultural differences will positively moderate the association between market-seeking 
MNCs and decentralized federation type of parent-subsidiary relationship. The result 
was congruent with the hypothesis in the sense that culture differences made 
organizations favor more decentralized structures (decentralization and coordination) 
than centralized configuration. 
Difficulties in human resource management exerts its effect on strategic 
asset-seeking IT firms in the way that centralized federation will be less preferred 
over the others (b = -2.47, p < .05) and decentralized federation will have higher 
probability to be adopted (b = -.48, p < .05). There are no significant findings in 
resource-seeking and market-seeking companies. HRM difficulties showed impacts 
only on strategic asset-seeking IT MNCs, H3 is confirmed 
It is argued that local resource support difficulties will negatively moderate 
both the link between strategic-asset seeking IT MNCs and coordinated federation 
and the association between market-seeking IT MNCs and decentralized federation-
i s 
The results indicated that centralized federation will be more likely to be chosen 
compared with decentralization and coordination in strategic asset-seeking 
companies when support difficulties were present (b = .34, p <05). Put it another 
way, the hypothesized link between strategic asset-seeking firms and decentralization 
was weakened in the presence of local resource support difficulties. Meanwhile, 
market-seeking IT companies are more possible to adopt the other two types of 
parent-subsidiary structure than centralized federation (b = -2.34, p < .05). This is 
contradictory to our prediction. 
A summary of the results is shown in Table 5. 
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TABLE 4a 
Moderating Effects by CATMOD Analysis (Binomial) 
Dependent variable: RELATIONSHIP (Centralized vs. Others) 
Variable Model l Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 
-1.98 -1.94 -1.85 -2.04 -4.22 -1.94 -1.92 -1.95 -4.04 
Intercept (。^？) (。^石）(ojg) (0.38) (0.35) (0.37) -036 -037 (0,22) 
-0.12 0.03 0.03 -0.10 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 
汉SOURCE 
(0 .20 ) (0 .17 ) ( 0 . 1 7 ) (0 ,23 ) ( 0 . 1 7 ) (0 ,17 ) - 0 . 1 7 - 0 . 1 7 ( 0 , 1 7 ) 
0.26* 0.27 0.24 0.23 2.56# 0.24 0.24 0.28* 0.25 
STRATEGIC ( 0 2 0 ) ( 0 . 2 0 ) (0 .20 ) N A (0 .20 ) - 0 . 2 0 - 0 . 2 0 ( 0 . 2 0 ) 
-0.64 "0.65** -0.53* -0.65** -0.66** -0.63** -0.65** -0.66** -2.77# 



















Likelihood 3170 35 29 32.43 34.39 30.57 33.92 34.92 32.24 32.97 
Ratio (x )^ , 
Parameters marked with are regarded to be infinite. 
Figures shown are parameter estimates. Figures in the parenthesis are standard errors. 
**p<01, *p< 10 (One tail test) 
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TABLE 4b 
Moderating Effects by CATMOD Analysis (Binomial) 
Dependent variable: RELATIONSIQP (Decentralized vs. Others) 
Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 
-1.09 -1.08 -1.26 -1.03 -0.92 -1.11 -1.10 -1.09 -L03 
Intercept (0.26) (0.34) (0.26) (0.27) (0.26) (0.26) (0,26) (0.27) 
-0.26* -0.44** -0.43** -0.35** -0.50** -0.43** -0.43** -0.44*• -0.43*» 
RESOURCE (0 1 9 ) ( � � ^ ) (o.l8) (0.19) (0.18) (0.18) (0.18) (0.18) (0.18) 
-0.05 -0.06 -0.03 -0.02 -0.25 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 
STRATEGIC (0 18) � 9 ) ( 0 . I 8 ) (0.18) (0.20) (0.18) (0.18) (0.18) (0.18) 
-0.04 -0.02 -0.22 -0.02 -0.01 -0.06 -0.02 -0.02 0.06 
MARKET (018) ^g) (0.30) (0.18) (0.18) (0.19) (0.18) (0.18) (0.20) 



















Likelihood 22 52 28 27 27 51 27.25 21.98 27.75 28.32 28.39 27.68 
Ratio it) . —' 
Figures shown are parameter estimates. Figures in the parenthesis are standard errors. 
**p<01, •p<10 (One tail test) 
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TABLE 4c 
Moderating Effects by CATMOD Analysis (Binomial) 
Dependent variable: RELATIONSHIP (Coordinated vs. Others) 
Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 
0.34 0.35 0.34 0.35 0.25 0.34 0.33 0.34 0.35 
Intercept (0.23) (0.26) (0.24) (0.24) (0.23) (0.23) (0.23) (0.24) 
0 . 2 6 * 0 . 3 0 * * 0 . 3 0 * * 0 . 3 0 * * 0 . 3 1 * * 0 . 3 0 * * 0 . 3 1 * * 0 . 3 1 * * 0 . 3 0 * * 
RESOURCE ( 0 1 6 ) ( � 丄 斗 ） ( Q . U ) (0,17) (0.15) (0.14) (0.15) (0.15) (0.14) 
-0.13 -0.14 -0.13 -0.13 -0.03 -0.13 -0.13 -0.17 -0.13 
STRATEGIC (0 1 6 ) ( �丨乃（。丨 ^ ) (o.l6) (0.18) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16) 
0.31** 0.31** 0.30* 0.31** 0.30** 0.31** 0.31** 0.32** 0.32* 



















Likelihood 24 00 24 16 24.18 24.18 23.08 24.19 23.94 21.50 24.18 
Ratio (約 ‘ — 
Figures shown are parameter estimates. Figures in the parenthesis are standard errors. 
••p<01, *p<.10 (One tail test) 
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TABLES 
Summary of Results 
Supported/partially supporte< Not supported 









Chapter 7: Discussions and Implications 
Our findings empirically validated the hypothesis that investment 
motivation has influence on IT company's parent-subsidiary relationship. 
Specifically, the influence was reflected in resource-seeking IT and market-seeking 
IT firms. Resource-seeking IT MNCs tend to choose centralized federation over 
decentralized federation, while market-seeking firms are more likely to adopt 
decentralization than centralization. This is because highly centralized and integrated 
parent-subsidiary structure matches the need for global efficiency in 
resource-seeking MNCs and decentralized structure enables market-seeking 
companies to rapidly respond to local environment and better serve the local markets. 
It was evidenced in Taiwan's IC industry that disintegrated orgaiiizational structure 
resulted in enhanced technical proficiency and reduced manufacturing cycle time (Li 
and Shuai, 2001), and therefore companies were able to have the flexibility to meet 
users' demands. The comparisons between decentralization/centralization and 
coordination didn't yield concluding results. At the same time, strategic asset seeking 
was not significantly associated with any type of parent-subsidiary link. This may be 
due to the following reasons. First, among over three hundred respondents, about half 
of them claimed their firms to be coordinated type of parent-subsidiary structure. It 
was found that compared with non-IT employees, IT-related professionals perceive to 
share more information and to have more contacts with those in authority, and with 
internal and external customers (Prager, 1999). Therefore, they might have higher 
tendency to perceive their organizational structure to be coordinated. Second, there 
have been arguments that companies that seek technology, knowledge or other type 
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of strategic assets sometimes tend to exert tight control over their overseas affiliates 
to prevent information leakage. For IT firms, technology is one of the essential assets 
and competitive advantages. Unfortunately, the intangible technological knowledge 
is easy to leak and reproduce without differentiation. Furthermore, geographical 
distance hinders the surveillance of foreign subsidiaries, which intensifies the will of 
parent company to put forth tighter control and favor centralized federation. 
Therefore, instead of the predicted coordinated federation, strategic asset-seeking IT 
companies tend to have mixed choices of parent-subsidiary relationships. 
Cultural differences seem to positively reinforce the tendency of choosing 
their preferred type of structure configuration in resource-seeking and 
market-seeking IT firms. The former showed more possibility to adopt centralized 
federation and the latter moved further away from its least favored type. IT 
companies that pursuing global efficiency view their subsidiaries as the implementer 
of central policies and exploiter of certain indigenous resources such as labor and 
production materials, which can be witnessed in the case of Taiwanese IT companies' 
investment flood into Mainland China. Since cultural gap sets additional obstacles in 
mutual communication, resource-seeking firms will tend to strengthen their control 
over the subsidiaries to assure that central plans are properly implemented at local 
level. Although large cultural and geographic distances weaken the effects of 
behavior control which depends largely on the interpretation of employee behaviors 
(Chang and Taylor, 1999)，IT MNCs can increase the level of output and staffing 
control. By monitoring and evaluating the affiliates' output and by employing parent 
nationals to fill top local positions, headquarters expect more congruent subsidiaries' 
behaviors with central strategies without direct interference in technical job. Baring 
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different role, market-seeking subsidiaries tend to be allowed more independence 
when exploring a culturally dissimilar market. This is because companies are 
constrained by cultural gap in their capabilities of gathering and interpreting 
environmental signals. Only with more decentralized decision making can MNCs 
collect updated market information and thereby make more accurate and rapid 
response. Therefore, acting in the contrary way of resource-seeking firms， 
market-seeking IT companies tend to least favor centralized type of parent-subsidiary 
link. 
Consistent with our prediction, HRM difficulties affect strategic 
asset-seeking IT firms more than the other two. Companies confronted with HRM 
difficulties tend to move towards more decentralized structure. Prior research has 
shown that tighter staffing control made subsidiary employees feel less trusted and 
less willing to communicate with headquarter (Boyacigiller, 1990; Egelhoff, 1984; 
Torbiom, 1985)，and HRM problem hence will be exaggerated in this case. In 
strategic asset-seeking IT companies, smooth communication and interactive 
coordination are essential. As a result, instead of exerting tighter control over 
affiliates, IT firms release more power to local management to inspire mutual 
understanding and communication which will foster information sharing and 
knowledge transfer. 
Local resource support deficiency also showed double effects on IT 
companies. On one hand, it supported our hypothesis by pushing strategic 
asset-seeking companies toward centralization. When local environment can't 
provide sufficient supports in terms of capital, information，raw materials, 
subcontractors, and administration, strategic asset-seeking subsidiaries have to rely 
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more on their headquarters since many core resources are still centrally controlled 
Foreign affiliates are not independent enough to fight against environmental hazards 
alone, and parent companies' support and resource commitment will lessen the risks 
and uncertainty faced by the subsidiaries. Ways to do so include more specified 
technical guidance, staff transfer from headquarter, and more intensive employee 
training especially at the beginning stage of overseas operation. Gradually, local 
affiliates can form collaborating R&D team with other units within or even without 
the organization to hedge local unpredictability. With more resources channeled 
down to local level, top management will naturally append more control to the 
receiver to make sure that the devoted resources are properly deployed and utilized. 
Therefore, local resource support deficiency will result in more centralized structure 
in strategic asset-seeking IT firms. On the other hand, the same difficulty lowered the 
possibility of market-seeking companies to choose a centralized relationship. Due to 
high market and technological uncertainty, IT MNCs must get close to customers. 
Technological advantages are not enough for keeping the edge in the industry. IT 
companies have to sensitively gather information from local market so as to correctly 
respond to customer needs which are often not articulated. Complexity also arises 
from the fact that IT products must be made compatible with the context in different 
countries. Hence, foreign subsidiaries must be familiar with a new combination of 
language, laws, culture, and etc (Kosnik, 1990). Although local resource support 
deficiency imposes difficulty in company's penetration into foreign market, a 
centralized parent-subsidiary configuration can't effectively alleviate the pain since 
the vital resources such as market information ultimately resides in local 
environment Centralized decision-making process will only hamper the level of 
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responsiveness that subsidiary can achieve because distant headquarter often is not 
capable of getting full access to local information. Therefore, even in the presence of 
local resource support deficiency, centralization is still the most unlikely type of 
configuration that market-seeking IT companies will adopt. 
Multifold implications for management are elicited from this study. First of 
all，IT companies should examine the purpose of their foreign investment when 
configuring the proper parent-subsidiary structure. Consistent with prior empirical 
findings in other industries, different parent-subsidiary relationship is associated with 
different type of organizations in order to achieve better performance (Bartlett and 
Ghoshal, 1989). Secondly, the above statement does not necessarily imply the exact 
pattern of motivation-configuration fit is applicable in IT companies. As a major 
sector of high tech industries, IT industry manifests its uniqueness in international 
business practices. Rapid and constant technological innovation and volatile market 
condition both have important impacts on organizational strategy and configuration. 
In resource-seeking IT companies, management tends to pursue an 
integrated organizational structure. Local responsiveness and decentralization can't 
provide the high efficiency in operation due to the fragmentation of activities. When 
entering a culturally distant host country, the slackness in operations and resources 
utilization tend to become more obvious since culture gap places more hurdles in the 
interaction with local environments. Management should enforce central decision 
making and take the advantage of integrated parent-subsidiary network to efficiently 
develop and distribute newly created IT products and innovations. More recently, 
under the shock of low-price PC wave, IT firms can't simply rely on pricing 
practices to keep the competitive advantage (Chen, 2000). Attention should be 
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diverted into the areas of worldwide logistics and after-order production, and these 
practices evidently require global integration and coordination across different 
organizational units. One of Taiwanese IC industry's advantages roots in the virtual 
integration among companies which enable a tighter integration into global IC supply 
chain and accumulation of professional knowledge (Li and Shuai, 2001). At the same 
time, parent company should also pay attention to the possible learning sources 
outside the central R&D base since highly centralized configuration tends to deprive 
the learning ability and motivation of the affiliates (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). For 
knowledge-intensive IT firms, missing out any learning chance may result in later 
incompetence. 
In contrast to resource-seeking companies, market-seeking IT firms ranked 
centralized federation at the bottom of the list, especially when they are encountering 
culture differences or resource support deficiency in local markets. In such cases, 
headquarter should channel the resources down to the interface with local 
environment and empower local management to take independent action as each of 
them is encouraged to be a local expert. At the same time, decentralized federation is 
nevertheless perfect. The locally developed technology and knowledge may stay 
immobile and can't be transferred to other places due to the fragmentation among 
different units. Parent company will find itself lack of synergy when such power is 
needed, and efficiency is hard to achieve once above the local level. This situation is 
particularly problematic in IT firms for subunits in IT companies tend to be 
technically focused in certain area or component, and it is easy to miss the complete 
picture of the product development. The rising trend of integrating the three Cs in the 
industry further requires individual producer not only to be competent in the 
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production of its own part but also to be capable of designing compatible products 
that enable smooth integration into external systems. To solve the fragmentation 
problem, it is suggested that top management should promote inter-organizational 
information exchange and cross-unit collaboration in hope of better sharing 
knowledge and utilizing resources. In IT industry, most products are confined to 
certain commonly recognized standards, and this makes the cooperation between 
different subsidiaries easier when they share similar knowledge in the products or 
processes. 
Our findings also show that strategic asset-seeking IT companies are not 
significantly associated with any particular type of parent-subsidiary relationship. 
This might be a reflection of the characteristics of IT industry. On one side of the 
coin, coordinated federation is not the "patent" of strategic asset-seeking firms given 
that knowledge transfer is more intensive in IT companies compared with other 
industries, no matter the type of the organizations. On the other side, strategic 
asset-seeking IT firms are motivated to exert tighter control over the subsidiaries to 
prevent technology leakage. What's more, HRM and local resource support 
difficulties tend to impose different impacts on the subsidiaries. Choosing the right 
type of control seems to provide solution to harmonize the conflicts in strategic 
asset-seeking IT firms. Behavior control might be inappropriate in the sense that it 
requires the correct interpretation of employee behavior which usually varies across 
culture. Besides behavior control, output control measures the desired quality and /or 
quantity of output, while cultural control involves the indoctrination of subsidiaries 
into headquarters' values and interests (Chang and Taylor, 1999). IT MNCs should 
consider adopting a combination of the above two but should also retain a balance 
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between control and empowerment for autonomy and being self-responsible are 
deemed important by IT professionals due to job specialty. For instance, subsidiary 
responsibility and goal should be clearly stated so that evaluation and compensation 
can be done with justice. Meanwhile, management should encourage the sharing of 
common belief and value among subsidiaries and foster employee loyalty to prevent 
brain drain. The alignment of professional's career goals with company profile will 
helpfully retain IT employees (Prager, 1999). In terms of compensation, many IT 
companies, especially Taiwanese firms, adopt value-shared bonus system. This 
system allows employees to receive bonuses in the form of company stocks, which 
reflect company's retained earnings (Li and Shuai, 2001). The major benefits of this 
value-shared bonus system include reduced conflicts with management (or better 
goal alignment between employee and management) and reduced fixed personal 
costs，according to Li and Shuai (2001). According to our findings, HRM-related 
issues such as those mentioned above are of particular importance to strategic-asset 
seeking IT firms. In order to successfully implement and take full advantage of the 
coordinated configuration, companies must pay special attention to the management 
of their local staff. 
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Chapter 8: Limitations and Conclusion 
The significance of this study is that it extended Bartlett and Ghoshal's 
(1989) business typology and the I-R paradigm into Information Technology industry 
by filling the void between investment motivation and parent-subsidiary link. It 
demonstrated the impact of the organizational needs of IT industry on the 
configuration of headquarter-affiliate relationship. At the same time，the moderating 
effects of cultural differences, human resource management difficulties, and local 
resource support deficiency were also empirically evidenced. The findings provided 
both theoretical and managerial implications. 
The first limitation that needs to be mentioned is that our data are all 
categorical. With categorical data, we can only detect whether differences exist 
instead of the extent of differences. This problem was particularly perceptible when 
dealing with interacting effects. Information can be extracted was limited since the 
products of independent variables and moderators only had two categories. It is 
therefore highly recommended to include quantitative measurements in future studies. 
Although our finding showed that cultural differences, HRM difficulties and local 
resource support deficiency exhibited moderating effects on parent-subsidiaiy 
relationship，further investigation in the degree and pattern of their impacts can only 
be done with quantitative data. 
Secondly, the data were collected in 1996 and may not represent the most 
updated information. The evolution speed of IT industry is high, and the business 
environment that IT companies operate in nowadays may be quite different from 
what it used to be ten years ago. The influences of the acceleration of the low-price 
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PC trend and the financial crisis in Asia starting in 1997, for instance, were not 
properly reflected in the data. Moreover, companies per se evolve as well Even 
within the same firm, organizational capability and strategy develop over time, 
moving from earlier stage to more mature status. Cross-sectional study like this one 
is not able to reflect the changes and the consequent effects in the organizations. 
Hence longitudinal study is suggested to capture the developmental aspect of the 
motivation-structure relationship. 
Lastly, we focused on the moderating effects of local challenge factors on 
the parent-subsidiary relationship in the current study. Although the interaction 
impacts have been well evidenced in prior studies, we also acknowledge the possible 
direct effects or main effects of these local challenges on the formation of 
parent-affiliate link. Future study may expand the investigation in the issues of 
environmental determination of organizational configuration. 
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APPENDIX: Major Questionnaire Items 
1 Please indicate the three major reasons for overseas investment: 
1) To explore potential of local market 
2) To meet the demand of overseas customers 
3) To follow the needs of Taiwan customers 
4) To respond to the globalization trend 
5) Attracted by local government's preferential investment policy 
6) To facilitate the access to technology and skills 
7) Easy access to land 
8) Abundant and cheap raw materials 
9) Abundant and cheap labor 
10) Effective use of capital and technology 
11) Worsening business conditions in Taiwan 
12) Others 
2 Please indicate the type of parent-subsidiary relationship of your company : 
1) Independent operation from their headquarters and autonomous in decision 
making 
2) Highly integrated to their parent companies and their behaviors are tightly 
controlled by the central 
3) Closely cooperated with the headquarters and were granted certain degree of 
freedom in their operations 
3 Please indicate the difficulties your company is facing in overseas operations: 
1) Differences in social and business practices 
2) Language difficulties 
3) Difficulties in capital sourcing 
4) Difficulties in access to information 
5) Difficulties in management of local staff 
6) Low efficiency in local administration 
7) Difficulties in access to materials and machines 
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